Best Ethernet Cables in the world
Name

DBillionDa Ethernet
Cable

Ugreen Flat Ethernet
Cable

Dacrown Weatherproof
Ethernet Cable

Cable Matters Snagless
Ethernet Cable

Ugreen Ethernet
extension cable

Category

Description

Cons

Price ($)

Cat 8

Cat 8 is best in terms of shielding and performance. This
gold-plated version comes in sizes from 3 to 100 feet and
supports 2,000MHz bandwidth and data transmission up to
40Gbps. Like every Cat 8 cable this is also waterproof,
anti-corrosion, and uses more durable PVC material for
indoor or outdoor projects. It's an ideal pick for professional
or personal cable management and could be a noticeable
improvement in performance.

Not everyone
needs Cat 8

13.99/
10ft

Cat 7

The flat design of this Ethernet cable is an alternative
option that some may prefer depending on the installation.
Flat cables are a bit more resistant to forming classic
tangles and are easier to run under carpets, beneath doors,
or in cracks along the wall. The RJ45 connectors are
gold-plated and over-molded for extra durability, with a
shape that’s meant to resist catching on other cables or
objects while you’re working. Lengths range from three feet
to 50 feet.

Cat 7 is only
used in certain
cases

9.99/
10ft

Available in longer
lengths

Cat 8

If you know that your Ethernet project is going to require
running cables outdoors where they will be exposed to the
elements, you need a durable option that can handle it.
This Cat 8 cable, available in sizes up to 150 feet, has a
pure copper core, aluminium foil shield, woven mesh shield,
and thick PVC outer layer. That makes it highly water and
UV-resistant, so you won’t have to worry about issues
developing down the line.

Not as useful if
you aren't
running cables
outdoors

12.99/
10ft

Capable 6A pick

Cat 6A

Category 6 Ethernet cables were eventually updated with
an optimised 6A version, with thicker conductors, durable
jackets, and a significant speed upgrade -- 10GB at up to
100 metres -- that made it an excellent option for those who
couldn't work with the Cat-7 changes. This particular
version of the cable also includes additional shielding,
gold-plated contacts, and boots for durability. The snagless
clip protector also helps prevent accidents or cable damage
while work (or if someone stumbles on one of the cables).

Not as easy to
hide as some
picks

12.99/ 25 ft

This is an
extension, not
a full cable

10.99/
10ft

Cat 5e

Cat 5e still
This Ethernet cable boasts four-stranded twisted pairs with Impressive 350MHz for misses out on
PVC jackets, 50-micron gold-plated connectors, and
a 5e cable
some benefits
copper-clad aluminium conductors. The cable offers a
of later
single grey colour choice and has a round form.
PVC jackets
categories

6.15/
10ft

Cat 5e

This server-friendly pack of 5e cables offers snagless
attachments, gold-plated connectors, and mould strain
relief that offers additional cable protection while
decreasing how easy it is for cables to get tangled while
you are working. They are guaranteed to have full FCC 68
compliance for organisations that need to check that
particular box and are available in five different colours for
all your organisation needs.

Cat 6

If you’re happy with your current Ethernet cable, you may
not want to replace it entirely. However, a new device or
new router setup, etc., may mean that your current cables
aren’t quite long enough to get the job done. This Cat 6
extension is specifically made to extend a current cable
over a longer distance, and you can move it between
Ethernet cables as needed when you have a length issue.
Cables may boast the fastest speeds, but you can’t even
experience those speeds without a dependable connection.
That’s why the Cables Direct Online manufacturers pride
their cables as having the best connectivity on the market.
It maintains a 350MHz bandwidth that delivers an incredibly
dependable connection with a 1Gbps data rate. Compared
to other Cat 5a cables that generally provide 100MHz
bandwidth, that’s a vast improvement.

Cables Direct Online

iMBAPrice Network
Ethernet Cable

Pros

Great Cat 8 pick for
futureproof
Gold-plated
PVC Coating

Flat cables
Gold-plated
Moulded for durability
Extra protection to
withstand harsher
environments

UV resistant for
outdoor work

Gold-plated contacts
Snagless connectors
Allows you to extend a
current Cat 6 cable for
a new setup
Adaptable to new
situations
Can solve existing
problems

Highly dependable,
well-designed cables

Excellent option for
servers and other more
demanding setups,
Affordable for a larger
batch,
FCC 68 Complaint

Not necessary
if you only
need one or
two cables

15.99/
10ft
(Set of 8)

Image

Best 3 cables
S. No.

Name

Category

Reason

Price ($)

1

Dacrown Weatherproof
Ethernet Cable

Cat 8

Extra protection to withstand harsher environments

12.99/10ft

Available in longer lengths
UV resistant for outdoor work
2

iMBAPrice Network Ethernet
Cable

Cat 5e

Excellent option for servers and other more
demanding setups,

15.99/10ft(Set of 8)

Affordable for a larger batch
FCC 68 Complaint
3

Cables Direct Online

Cat 5e

Highly dependable, well-designed cables

6.15/10ft

Impressive 350MHz for a 5e cable
PVC jackets

List of ethernet cable suppliers in the USA and Europe
Name

About

Key Features

Fibrestone

FS has grown to be a global leading
communications hardware and
project solutions provider. Based on
strong hardware development, they
are offering the most cost-effective
infrastructure solutions on optical
transport network, data centre,
enterprise network, and OEM
solution.

The FS LAN cables have
oxygen-free copper conductors.
Oxygen-free copper is the best
material for a conductor. The
cables are also offered with high
electrical conductivity and low
signal transmission attenuation.
FS also offers the best
environmentally friendly sheath
material for CM, CMP and CMR
rated LAN cables.

Blackbox

There’s no doubt that you have
heard of Black Box. Black box is one
of the most popular LAN cable
providers in the US. They are a
globally-acclaimed provider of IT
infrastructure solutions. The
company has a reliable history and
record of providing high-quality LAN
cables for many countries. They
have diverse company sectors that
support design, R&D and
manufacture of network supplies.

Black box offers industry
standard LAN cables and
network cabling accessories.
They have shielded and
unshielded, solid and stranded
Ethernet cables. You can also
choose from numerous options
for insulation, jacketing and
conductor material.

Product Range

Url

Location

Contact Information

Fiberstore offers
high-quality LAN
technology such as
bulk cables, patch
cables, patch panels,
pre-terminated trunk
cables, cable
managers and copper
tools and testers.

USA

1 (888) 468 7419

Black box offers a wide https://www.blackb
range of products for
ox.com/
network and IT
infrastructures such as
cabinets, racks,
enclosures, cables,
pre-terminated fiber
and patch cords, jacks,
panels, digital signage,
power solutions, tester
and tools and many
more.

USA

1-877-877-2269

https://www.fs.com

Otscable

Ostacable is a LAN cable and
networks accessory supplier and
manufacturer in Shenzhen, China.
The company not only has
modernised office facilities, research
equipment and technical workshops,
but also has high standard testing
facilities and systematic solutions.
They provide OEM/ODM service with
excellent quality products.One of the
biggest benefits in buying LAN
cables from them is the price
advantage they present over
competitors. You can purchase bulk
cables at a very reasonable price
whichever part of the world you are
as they deliver bulk or patch LAN
cables worldwide.

https://www.otscabl
e.com

Otscables has a diversified body
of cable options for customers to
choose from. They have shielded
and unshielded Ethernet cables.
Not only are the cables safe and
halogen-free, but also produced
under international standards
and RoHS and LSZH compliant.
Customers can choose a variety
of insulation options, jacketing
and conductor options. LAN
connections support PoE
requirements.

OTSCABLE offers
up-to-date Cat5e,
Cat6, Cat6A, Cat7 and
Cat8 LAN cables, Flat
cables and Ultra Patch
cables for indoor and
outdoor applications.
They also offer
accessories for cable
infrastructure such as
RJ45 connectors,
keystone jacks,
faceplate, patch
panels, cabinets and
racks.

China

86 (0) 755-2376940

Cables-to-go is a preferred
C2G joined with Data https://www.cablest
manufacturer of LAN cables and high
Communications in
ogo.com/
performance connectivity solutions. C2G offers LAN cables that have Legrand in 2014 that
The company has over 35 years of
passed international standards
brought a diverse set
experience providing end-to-end
and are UL, ETL, LSZH, CE and
of network products
connectivity solutions. Cables-to-go
RoHS compliant. They offer a
such as Audio/Video &
have served a variety of markets that variety of cable options such as PC, Data Connectivity,
include corporate, digital signage,
stranded or solid cables; CM,
Physical Infrastructure,
Cables-to-go education, healthcare, home theatre,
CPM and CR standards;
and Power
(C2G)
and hospitality.
shielded or unshielded options.
Management.

USA

800.506.9607

Shumai

Huzhou Shumai Cable Co.,Ltd is a
http://www.shumaic
network cable manufacturer based in
able.com/
Zhejiang, China. The company
covers a large warehouse area of
Shumai cable products have
over 5000 sq. meter and a workshop
passed industry standard
Shumai cable mainly
extension of 4000 sq. meters. This
requirements on performance
offers LAN cables in
allows production of over 300,000
and have certifications of
bulk or patch cords.
boxes of LAN cables. The company
CE(EMC), ISO11801,
They have UTP and
also has a great reputation in
TIA/EIA-568 and EN50173. They FTP Cat5e and Cat6
countries such as North America,
also carry CMR and CM cables cables offered in a few
Europe, South America and
that are ETL compliant, RoHS feet length or in 1000 ft
South-East Asia.
and REACH compliant.
bulk cable order

China

0086-572-8265098

Comm Port

Comm Port is a LAN cable
https://www.commmanufacturer and supplier based in
port.com/
Cranbury, USA. You would want to
consult Comm Port for your LAN
cable OEM needs as they offer
partnerships on a global scale.
According to their website, they
specialise in security and safety
network industries that provide
premium technology-based solutions
in the areas of Security and
Surveillance. Comm Port has an
Aside from LAN
in-house design and manufacturing
cables, they also carry
facility for Lan cables and network
Products from Comm port are
patch cords, modules,
accessories. They have a strict
not only in complete compliance patch panels, cabinets,
quality control and technical
with UL, ETL, RoHS and CE but
coaxial cable, face
surveillance that ensures high
are also tested by 3rd party
plate, modular plug,
performance and sustainability in
quality testing companies which
network tools, racks
their range of products. Comm port’s
places double assurance that
and other network
state-of-the-art facility also complies
their products are produced at
components and
with international standards.
the highest-quality.
accessories.

USA

732-738-8780

Primus cable is a cable manufacturer
https://www.primus
based in California, USA. The
cable.com/
company became popular based on
word-of-mouth. Their greatest claim
to fame is their consistent ability in
delivering high-quality network
products in a timely manner. Their
cables are labelled as Commercial
Grade but they provide cable to a
diverse group of customers and their
Primus Cable offers
needs. Recently, Primus cable has Primus Cable also offers diverse custom length Ethernet
expanded their factory to over
options for cable features to suit
(LAN) cable, bulk
30,000 square feet of warehouse
customer’s needs. They carry
cables, direct burial
space which means they have a
cables suitable for indoor,
cables, Cat5e, Cat6,
large facility to cater more production
outdoor, underground, riser
Cat6A, Cat7/Cat7A,
of cables and more orders from
rated, and plenum duct
Cat8 bulk and patch
around the world. It was also only
installation applications. For
cords. They also have
recently that they were offering
Direct Burial applications, Primus
keystone jacks,
cables cut by the foot. Overall,
Cable offers gel-filled flooded
telecom products,
Primus cable is one of the best
cable or utilising water blocking
patch panels, blank
network cable manufacturers offering tape. They also have network
keystone inserts, LAN
reasonable prices over high-quality
cables with UV protection for
stations and many
Primus Cable
cables.
outdoor use.
more.

USA

951-824-1571

